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Abstract. Across the nation, high-stakes accountability systems adopted during the mid- and late-1990s are grinding towards implementation. The trajectory of these efforts follows a familiar course, with the emergence of scattered opposition prompting officials to “refine” testing systems in predictable ways. These efforts placate critics while softening the coercive impact of accountability. Whether these revisions eviscerate the larger system depends largely on the balance of political pressure. Here, I build on my earlier work in this area by generating concrete hypotheses about how context may influence this political dance. I introduce the general political dynamic by discussing the minimum competency testing push of two decades ago and then survey more recent efforts in California, Massachusetts, Texas, and Virginia in order to distill some insights regarding the role of context in the politics of coercive accountability. The fate of high- stakes reforms turns on the willingness of the public and officials to accept high levels of concentrated costs and on the relative strength enjoyed by key critics.
Introduction*

Across the nation, high-stakes accountability systems adopted during the mid- and late-1990s are grinding towards implementation. These efforts follow a familiar trajectory, with abysmal early student scores quickly improving even as scattered opposition begins to coalesce. When opposition reaches a certain level of intensity, officials seek to mollify critics by “refining” testing systems in ways purported to make them fairer and more rational. The challenge is for public officials to make such revisions without undermining essential elements of accountability.

Accountability efforts have occasioned extensive consideration of the merits of various tests, appropriate measurement techniques, and the design of these systems. Receiving far less attention have been the political tensions that shape—and frequently imperil—any push for high-stakes accountability, though these tensions prove to be as educationally significant as any technical components of accountability programs. In fact, surveying the developments and implementation of high-stakes accountability programs, it is no simple matter to determine which programmatic decisions are inspired by educational concerns and which are politically motivated. While high-stakes accountability is appealing in the abstract, implementation produces visible costs that are more politically salient, at least in the short term, than the educational benefits. The benefits are diffuse and long-term while the costs are immediate and concentrated, framing a struggle in which the complainants bear the upper hand.

The 1970s minimum competency movement was the first time this contest played out in the U.S., as a flood states adopted widely supported testing programs that called for

* The author would like to thank Amy Klekotka for her valuable research assistance.
students to master particular skills and content before graduating. In almost every case, large numbers of children failed to meet the initial standards but only an invisible handful of children were ever denied diplomas. While proponents hailed this pattern as a demonstration that testing had driven systemic improvement, a complementary development was a largely unheralded tale of political accommodation and compromise.

I do not mean to imply that the politics of accountability are static, across either time or place. In fact, a consideration of the past three decades suggests a growing social acceptance of substantive accountability. In particular, there appears to be a growing willingness on the part of voters and public officials to stand fast in the face of inequities and concentrated costs that sank earlier accountability efforts. Even against this backdrop, however, the politics of accountability have played out very differently in various states. This raises the possibility that the latest wave of state efforts will deliver the substantive changes that have often proved elusive.

Why do high-stakes accountability systems launched to widespread acclaim meet growing pockets of resistance even as student performance soars? Why are accountability provisions softened or made more flexible in predictable ways? How does state context help to explain these developments? Finally, what are the implications of these issues for the promise of accountability-driven reform?

The Politics of High-Stakes Accountability

The political challenges posed by accountability are a direct consequence of its educational promise. The allure of standards-based reform is straightforward. Standards are a statement that—at a minimum—schools ought to teach children certain knowledge and skills and that the state should ensure that children learn and schools teach this
content to a specified level of mastery. The resulting challenge is clear. Setting meaningful performance standards makes it inevitable that some students, teachers, and schools will fail to meet those standards. This poses a daunting political challenge in a democratic society where the “low-performers” have powerful incentives to challenge the legitimacy of the system.

It is important to distinguish between the “high-stakes” accountability systems that include sanctions for students and/or teachers and those nonintrusive systems that do not. High-stakes accountability systems link rewards and punishments to demonstrated student performance in an effort to transform the quality of schooling. Such systems press students to master specified content and force educators to effectively teach that content. Under such a regime, school improvement no longer rests primarily upon individual volition or intrinsic motivation. Instead, students and teachers are compelled to cooperate through levers such as diplomas and job security. Such “transformative” systems seek to harness the self-interest of students and educators in order to refocus schools and redefine the expectations of teachers and learners.¹

These high-stakes efforts are fundamentally different from standards-based reforms that reject the coercive force of self-interest. Gentler, more suggestive standards-based approaches seek to improve schooling through informal social pressures, by using tests as a diagnostic device, by increasing coordination across schools and classrooms, and by using standardization to permit more efficient use of school resources. Suggestive accountability can produce educational benefits, but they tend to be modest and dependent on the ability and inclination of teachers to use the tests as pedagogical tools.
In practice, the two visions of standards represent two ends of a continuum. Many accountability programs begin with at least a rhetorical commitment to the transformative “high-stakes” ideal. Over time, however, implementation gradually reveals the costs implied by such change, eroding support for coercive accountability while opposition coalesces. In fact, opponents of transformative accountability only rarely suggest that they are opposed to the idea of accountability. Rather, they explain that their opposition is due to the nature of existing arrangements or to an exaggerated reliance on test results and insufficient attention to other measures of performance. Such critics implicitly agree that they will support transformative accountability if only… it is stripped of its transformative character.

In the face of such pressure, transformative systems are generally weakened and rendered more suggestive in one of five ways. Officials lower the stakes, make the test easier, reduce the thresholds required to pass, permit some students to side-step the required assessment, or delay the implementation of the exam. While each alteration is a response to legitimate programmatic concerns, the common thread is the manner in which they ease political resistance by weakening the coercive impact of accountability.

The Promise of Outcome Accountability

Conventionally, officials have judged public schools and school personnel on the basis of whether or not they comply with regulations and directives governing inputs, rather than upon student performance or progress. In large part, this approach was a compromise among policymakers unwilling or unable to resolve disputes regarding what schools should focus on or how school performance ought to be measured. Instead of pursuing an elusive consensus on such questions, officials accepted a “shopping mall”
ideal in which schools provided a smorgasbord of services.\textsuperscript{2} This approach has resulted in well-documented problems, especially a lack of focus, uneven performance, and an effort to combat these problems through intrusive regulation and micro-management.

Consequently, there is broad support for the notion of “outcome accountability,” in which states merely focus on establishing performance criteria and ensuring that they are met. Conceptually, outcome accountability offers a number of advantages. Specifying what skills and knowledge students are responsible for mastering fosters agreement on educational goals, giving educators clear direction. This enables administrators to more readily gauge teacher effectiveness and to respond by taking steps to mentor or motivate less effective teachers, and to recognize and reward effective teachers. Clear expectations and information on performance can ensure that “hard-to-educate” students are adequately served and make it difficult for schools to casually overlook such students or argue that they are being served “adequately.” High-stakes accountability can enhance educator professionalism and boost public support for schooling by holding educators to clear standards and sanctioning those who do not meet them. Finally, an outcome focus can potentially boost pedagogical freedom by allowing supervisors to forego input regulation and concentrate on monitoring outcomes.\textsuperscript{3}

Such changes may come at a price. High-stakes accountability may adversely alter the culture of schooling, narrow the scope of instruction and services that schools provide, leave less room for creative engagement, or shift educational resources into test-specific preparation.\textsuperscript{4} Whether such changes outweigh potential benefits rests primarily on normative views of what schools are for and what constitutes good teaching.\textsuperscript{5}
High-stakes accountability systems tend to show rapid student improvement in the initial years. In part, this is because the systems produce the desired behavioral changes among school officials, teachers, and students that improve student learning in the intended fashion. In part, it is also because schools adopt practices that boost student test performance without enhancing overall learning. Such responses can be constructive, if they direct attention to students or to skills that were previously being shortchanged, but they can also be distracting or counterproductive. Such distracting or counterproductive practices include increasing test preparation at the expense of substantive content or holding students back a year so that they will be better prepared for testing.

The Politics of Accountability

High-stakes accountability requires officials to make five politically sensitive sets of decisions. First, it is necessary to designate a prescribed body of content and objectives to be tested. Such a course necessarily marginalizes some of the goals, objectives, content, and skills that are not included. Second, it is necessary to impose assessments that render clear indications as to whether students have or have not mastered the requisite skills and content. Third, such assessment requires policymakers to specify what constitutes mastery. Fourth, designers need to decide what to do with students who fail to demonstrate mastery. Finally, if accountability is to significantly alter educational provision, educators must be rewarded or sanctioned on the basis of student performance. Each decision tends to produce passionate opposition among those who bear the costs of each choice.

Resisting the protests of the aggrieved is the central political challenge confronting advocates of high-stakes reform. In the face of heated opposition,
proponents often agree to a series of compromises on program design and implementation, eventually undercutting the promise of accountability. The result is that the primary benefits of accountability are usually the diagnostic benefits and the informal social pressures produced by publicizing test results, rather than the coercive promise implied by high-stakes testing.

The Few, the Angry, the Mobilized

Resistance to high-stakes reforms typically emerges among four constituencies: ethnic and socio-economic communities in which students are disproportionately sanctioned by tests, communities with well-regarded schools that resent the “disruption” or reputational threat of testing, educators concerned about their professional autonomy and the specter of sanctions, and those who find their moral or curricular preferences marginalized by the testing regime in question.

First, while accountability may yield significant long-term and systemic benefits regardless of individual losses or specific inequities, it does require penalizing some students. Of course, the current system takes a high toll on students who perform poorly, permitting many students to be promoted without mastering important skills or to graduate with meaningless diplomas. The difference is that existing inequities can be attributed to impersonal social forces, while high-stakes accountability forces public officials to visibly sanction vulnerable children. Those students denied diplomas suffer clear and immediate costs, while the benefits of effective accountability tend to be diffuse and long-term. Those who lose out under high-stakes testing, because they have more immediately at stake, will tend to be passionate; the larger mass of “winners” will find the issue less pressing. Even if disadvantaged children are the primary beneficiaries of
accountability systems—as many proponents argue—such benefits are indirect and hard to define. This situation is especially thorny because children in minority and low-income communities are disproportionately likely to fail high-stakes exams, leaving officials vulnerable to charges of callousness and racial bias. As a result, officials will find themselves pressured to reduce the number of failing students or to reduce the consequences of failure. For instance, for nearly a quarter century, the NAACP has officially opposed decisions to withhold diplomas or grade promotion on the basis of test results, deeming such policies an effort to blame the victim.8

Second, in the most highly regarded school systems there is also concern about the impact of high-stakes accountability. In these communities, the parents and educators are less concerned that students will be sanctioned than that an emphasis on state-mandated tests will hurt local schools by forcing them to shift their attention to state-dictated curricula and content. In particular, parents and educators in highly-regarded districts fear that the pressure to teach baseline skills and content will disrupt gifted, advanced placement, and International Baccalaureate classrooms. They also worry that the test scores are a inaccurate proxy for the broader quality of schooling, and that an emphasis on test scores may have a variety of negative consequences, such as understating school performance, impeding students’ college prospects, and reducing local property values. While it can be readily argued that any disruptions indicate that all students were previously not mastering necessary skills and content, or that disappointing test scores may suggest that “elite” districts are not as effective as parents believe, there exists no natural constituency to advance these points. Meanwhile, the educated,
wealthy, and politically involved residents of high-performing suburban districts have a visceral desire to protect the practices and the reputations of their schools.

Third, teachers are generally averse to being evaluated or sanctioned on the basis of student performance.\textsuperscript{9} It can be difficult for public officials to resist the concerted opposition of teachers, especially given the lack of a natural “pro-sanction” constituency. Meanwhile, children vary in ability and preparation from community to community and school to school, confronting some educators with greater challenges than others. This raises concern over whether officials can equitably determine teacher performance, forcing advocates of high-stakes accountability to defend inequities in the face of heated criticism from teachers and their allies.\textsuperscript{10}

Teachers also have a second complaint, one more geared to the culture of schooling. For several decades, the American public education establishment has embraced a vision of professional, autonomous teachers who operate out of a sense of duty and commitment.\textsuperscript{11} Whatever the strengths or weaknesses of such a system, it is the one to which current teachers have grown accustomed and in which they have been acculturated. The premise of high-stakes testing challenges the existing “schoolhouse” culture by pressing teachers to teach the content and skills mandated by the state, regardless of their personal preferences. In doing so, high-stakes testing also alters the low-pressure culture that educators have enjoyed. Educators have incentives to resist a system that challenges their autonomy, holds them accountable, and forces them to engage in practices they may not favor.

Finally, the multiple agendas that co-exist within public schooling ensure that the push for high-stakes accountability will provoke conflict from those whose particular
agendas will be marginalized. There is deep-rooted disagreement in the U.S. as to what schools are for, what a good education includes, and what skills and content children need to know. Efforts to impose statewide agreement will inevitably offend some constituencies.\textsuperscript{12} The aggrieved will challenge the efforts to marginalize their concerns, while the broader public will have little cause for action.

In each case, proponents of standards must marshal diffuse support in response to challenges from aggrieved, passionate, coherent constituencies. The temptation for proponents is to compromise on the elements of accountability, slowly softening the coercive threat posed by high-stakes regimes. The American political system is notoriously bad at pursuing collective goods when it requires imposing concentrated costs on select groups. American government is highly permeable, making it relatively easy for small but passionate factions to block or soften adverse legislative or bureaucratic decisions.\textsuperscript{13} The fate of accountability efforts often turns on the size, mobilization, and influence of these interests. In homogeneous states with weak teacher unions, for instance, the pressures on public officials to fundamentally compromise on coercive accountability is likely to be much less severe than in states with a strong union and large, influential minority communities. Generally, since visible and vocal groups like teachers and minorities are likely to feel like they are suffering large costs under high-stakes accountability, and given that the benefits of transformative accountability are generally diffuse and long-term, the political calculus favors the opponents of coercive accountability.

However, if an accountability system survives implementation, the political calculus may reverse. In time, accountability systems come increasingly to be seen as
central to legitimate schooling. They become intrinsic to the “grammar of schooling.”

This is what long ago took place in Japan and Western Europe. Moreover, the existence of a widely accepted assessment regime can be useful to educators and public officials, permitting schools to concretely demonstrate performance and strengthen their claim on public support and resources.

Political pressures pinch more tightly as accountability shifts from concept to reality. The result is a cyclical dance, in which early support for standards is followed by gradually increasing pressure to lower the bar, shrink the number of “at-risk” parties, or lessen the consequences of failure. At its most basic, the politics of accountability is a desperate contest in which proponents race to institutionalize the regime before resistance leads officials to start dismantling it.

The dance of accountability is shaped by political context. High-stakes accountability systems face political challenges that are much stiffer in some states than in others. One object of this paper is to broaden my earlier work in this area by beginning to illuminate more clearly a few of the key contextual elements and how they may matter.

Prologue: Minimum Competency Testing

The tensions that beset high-stakes accountability systems work are not new. They accompany any effort to institute high-stakes accountability. Perhaps the most relevant example prior to the current era was that of minimum competency testing in the 1970s, where a wave of states adopted exit tests that became a condition for receiving a high school diploma.
In the end, minimum competency testing proved a mixed success, but one unable to deliver on its ambitious promise. Few students were ever denied diplomas, in part because resources and tutoring were targeted to low-achieving students and more attention was paid to the academic preparation of previously overlooked students. In large part, however, passing rates were boosted by making the tests exceedingly simple, creating a low bar for passage, offering students a number of chances to pass, and exempting categories of low-performing students. In fact, the heavily compromised nature of the 1970s push for minimum competency testing would later help to engender support for more rigorous accountability measures in the 1990s.

After “minimum competency testing” was first introduced in Oregon in 1973, states began to adopt modified versions of the Oregon system. By 1979, spurred by concern that schools were no longer delivering essential instruction and that students were not mastering vital skills, thirty-six states had enacted some form of minimum competency testing.16 Eighteen states required students to pass the tests for graduation, with almost all of these exclusively targeting reading, writing, and arithmetic. While the National Institute of Education observed that there was no uniform definition of minimum competency testing, such programs all sought to ensure that graduates mastered a small body of essential knowledge and skills.

Proponents effectively framed the question as one of whether or not states ought to demand some degree of educational performance. Because states had no way to ensure that students were mastering essential skills, and because it was easy to argue that literacy and numeracy were skills vital to any child’s life chances, few opponents emerged and those that did made little headway. As one critic conceded in 1984,
“Promis[ing] a simple remedy for complicated problems of achievement and accountability, MCT has reached almost universal application in less than ten years.”17 By focusing on basic academic subjects where the public largely agreed about what graduates needed to know, proponents avoided messy debates about how to define essential knowledge or skills.

While minimum competency testing was typically enacted with only modest opposition, implementation would generate serious political and legal controversy. This was not at first apparent; MCT legislation normally stipulated that requirements would not apply to current high school students, creating a lag of at least four years between adoption and full implementation.

When students first took the new exams, significant numbers inevitably failed to achieve the required passing score. Nearly every state that implemented a graduation test first given in the eighth or ninth grade reported an initial failure rate of 30% or more.18 Issues of equal protection and due process sparked concern among leaders of the civil rights community who fretted that the tests would disproportionately deny diplomas to black and low-income students and children in impoverished communities.19 Black students generally passed the exams at a much lower rate than their white peers.20 There resulted a steady stream of litigation claiming discrimination. Critics also argued that the tests lacked reliability and validity and that graduation was linked to subjective cutoff scores.21

Such concerns were ameliorated by the fact that every state reduced its failure rate to less than 5%-- and almost always to under 1%-- by the time the first affected cohort graduated.22 The number of students failing the exams tended to shrink relatively quickly
as students were retested. In Maryland, for instance, 75% of those who initially failed the test passed on their second try. In North Carolina, the figure was 53%.

Observers disagreed about how to interpret this track record. Proponents argued that the pressure produced by MCT programs motivated students, prompted schools and districts to adjust instructional practices, focused resources on oft-overlooked students, and forced teachers to make sure they were effectively teaching basic skills. Researchers found many districts reported modifying curriculum, tutoring low-achieving students in essential skills, holding in-services for teachers on MCT, and administering pretests to students. For the students who failed to meet those relatively lax standards, the most common response was remediation and repeated retesting.

Critics argued that the gains were less substantive than they appeared. For one thing, more than twenty states exempted students with special needs from the requirements. More than half of the MCT states adopted achievement levels at or below the ninth grade as a passing mark for twelfth grade students. Meanwhile, critics suggested that apparent growth was largely an artifact of repeated testing. While offering repeated retests seems fair and appropriate, such a process can dilute the value of the exam—especially since many MCT programs used the same form on each administration, meaning that some gains could be attributed simply to students’ increased familiarity with the test items.

The Politics of High-Stakes Accountability in the States

Minimum competency testing never really went away so much as it gradually dissipated into another ineffectual educational routine. During the next decade, first the National Commission on Education’s 1983 report A Nation at Risk and then a raft of
reformers would demand tougher graduation standards. These reformers dismissed minimum competency tests as irrelevant or counterproductive and called for more rigorous, demanding, systematic approaches to accountability. By the 1990s, efforts to promote substantive testing systems and graduation exams enjoyed widespread success and surveys suggested that the public claimed to be willing to back stiff actions—such as denying diplomas or grade promotion to students who failed to master essential skills.28

By 2002, more than twenty-five states had adopted mandatory graduation exams and more than twenty states offered school incentives linked to test scores.29 As with minimum competency testing, implementation lags meant that the graduation requirements and the test-based incentives and sanctions for educators had taken effect in only a handful of states. The delays made educational sense, as they provided time to design and refine tests and testing systems and instructional content and ensured that neither students nor educators would be unfairly penalized, but they also pushed into the future the real challenges these systems would face.

The politically useful nature of the delays has been made clear as most of the handful of states that have actually started to approach initial deadlines have blinked and opted to delay the implementation of sanctions.30 A 2000 analysis found that roughly a third of the states that have adopted high-stakes accountability systems had slowed or scaled back their original efforts.31 In Arizona, for instance, where more than 80% of 10th graders failed the mathematic component of the state test in 1999 and 2000, the Board of Education and the legislature scrambled to push back the effective date of the graduation requirements to 2006 from the original goal of 2002.32 In the past three years, other states, including Alaska, Wyoming, Delaware, Alabama, Maryland, and North
Carolina have also decided to scale back testing programs postpone the date at which high-stakes instruments would take effect. Other states adopted “graduation tests” but took steps to make certain that even students who did not pass could receive diplomas. For instance, Wisconsin Republican Governor Tommy Thompson pushed for a graduation exam in 1999, but union and PTA opposition to a high-stakes instrument ensured that passage would not be required for graduation. In other states, such as Indiana, coercive systems were confronted with fierce legal challenges mounted by advocates for students with special needs.

Because such activity does not proceed with a uniform or inexorable logic, it may be useful to consider the adoption and implementation process in a few specific states. I shall briefly discuss the challenges as they unfolded in four states where particularly visible accountability programs have been launched: Texas, Virginia, Massachusetts, and California. Such an exercise is foolhardy, as extensive analyses of the accountability regimes in each state are available elsewhere and the kind of quick survey I provide here is destined to strike informed readers as incomplete, problematic, or unsatisfying. Fortunately, the objective is not a precise rendering of developments in any one state, but to uncover patterns that may help to explain how much coercive accountability is feasible and what contextual factors shape its prospects. With that apology, whether or not it fully satisfies, I will proceed.

California

In 1977, the California legislature required all school districts to adopt proficiency standards in reading, writing, and mathematics beginning with the class of 1981. Concerned about potential backlash, the legislature encouraged local districts to only
identify a small number of competencies in each of the three basic skill areas and made clear that it was not calling for a “back to basics” approach and did not want to spur cuts in areas such as the fine arts or the humanities. Vague wording also left some ambiguity as to whether the law required that students classified as Limited English Proficient (LEP) be tested.35

In the initial administration of the test, 85% of white students but just 65% of black students passed the required components. Those numbers provoked concern about racial disparities, but the relatively small size of California’s black population and the rapidity with which student scores increased soon quieted such concern.

In 1983, troubled by test scores and questions of quality control in the state’s notoriously decentralized schools, the legislature enacted a major school reform bill that charged the Department of Education with developing curricular standards for the state’s high schools. The broad, participatory effort to clarify standards was expanded to include K-8 schools and was warmly endorsed by groups including the teachers’ unions and parent-teacher organizations. However, as the curricular frameworks gradually took concrete form, they conflicted with the existing tests used under the California Assessment Program (CAP). The result was an effort to augment CAP with open-ended performance tasks, requiring a scoring system that depended in part upon subjective judgment.36

Later in the 1980s, CAP became a victim of state politics, when Republican Governor George Deukmejian killed the program. The death of CAP didn’t have much practical effect, since its proponents had always pinned their hopes on the notion that adverse publicity produced by low test scores would compel schools to improve. That
informal approach met with little systemic success, especially since local officials argued that the content CAP tested had never been aligned with local curricula. Meanwhile, teachers were happy to see CAP expire, as it had posed a threat to the curricular frameworks that they had helped to write.

In 1991, CAP was reformulated as the California Learning Assessment System (CLAS), featuring an individualized performance-based accountability system that tested students at grades four, five, eight, and ten in a variety of subjects. The tests were to be augmented by student portfolios. The design and implementation of CLAS stirred conflict, especially among conservative parents who were concerned about the literacy and history tests. In the spring of 1994, the conflict reached a boiling point when conservative parents launched an organized effort denouncing many of the prompts used in the exam exercises as offensive. These parents cited a number of examples that they regarded as too violent, personal, or political. Representatives of groups of concerned parents wanted access to the questions. The Department of Education, concerned about preserving test confidentiality, denied them access. A court ruling that students could opt out of the tests and the state’s decision to make many questions public wounded CLAS’s legitimacy.37

CLAS suffered another blow when a 1994 *Los Angeles Times* examination of 1993 scores showed that data were skewed and the department did not follow its own guidelines in analyzing test results. For instance, while the state had developed a plan for sampling the data in which it determined that at least 25% of students at a given site would be included in school-level analyses, examiners identified more than 11,000 violations of this or other sampling rules. Leading educational groups, including the
California School Boards Association and the California Teachers Association (CTA), withdrew their support from CLAS. In the end, backlash among conservative families angered by what they saw as CLAS’s social agenda overwhelmed lukewarm support for a system viewed as flawed.

In 1994, the Democratic legislature passed a series of amendments intended to reform CLAS and address the complaints. Republican governor Pete Wilson vetoed the bill, but indicated he would sign on if the program provided for more emphasis on basic skills and would emphasize more traditional (i.e. multiple choice) test items. In 1995, the legislature adopted amended legislation that featured rigorous content and performance standards in core subject area and for all grade levels; an incentive program for local testing of basic skills; statewide assessment for core curriculum areas at key grade levels; and public involvement in the development of tests and the administration and reporting process. Wilson signed the bill over strong conservative opposition.

The legislature superseded the 1995 program just two years after its launch, approving in 1997 the Standardized Testing and Reporting (STAR) program. STAR included a new basic skills test for students in grades two through eleven, the adoption of state standards, and the development of an exam based on those standards. While appropriate tests were devised and refined, however, officials had five weeks to choose an interim test. They opted to use the Stanford Achievement Test, ninth edition (SAT-9). The hurried implementation led to a number of public difficulties. The most remarked upon was the fact that in 1998 nearly 700 of the state’s 8,500 schools got inaccurate test results and more than 750,000 students were omitted from the statewide
Testing opponents seized on such incidents as evidence that high-stakes testing was capricious and unreliable.

As Mike Kirst has noted, “The Stanford 9 rapidly became the tail that wagged the accountability dog. As the accountability system continued to unfold under the next governor, [Democrat] Gray Davis, monetary incentives for teachers and schools were attached to test-score gains on the Stanford 9. Schools got the message and began preparing students for the material tested by the Stanford 9—even though they were supposed to be teaching the state’s curriculum in order to prepare for the California-developed assessments that were to come later.”

In spring 1999, the legislature adopted another ambitious accountability measure, the Public Schools Accountability Act (PSAA), to complement existing efforts. The Act included three major components: the Academic Performance Index that would measure and rank school performance, the Immediate Intervention/Underperforming Schools program that would target resources to poorly performing schools, and the Governor’s Performance Award program to give cash bonuses and other incentives to schools and teachers whose students fared particularly well. Taking advantage of a large state budget surplus, Governor Davis and the legislature directed the state to move promptly in providing new funding to low-performing schools and awarding bonuses to high-performing teachers and schools. Perhaps unsurprisingly, given that the state was using the carrot rather than the stick, it was the first time in California’s long history of accountability that provisions were rapidly implemented. Even that effort created backlash from some CTA officials and classroom teachers, who saw the incentives as the leading edge of an effort to sew division among the state’s educators.
The high school exit exam that would take effect with the class of 2004. The High School Exit Examination (HSEE) was first administered in spring 2001 to ninth graders, who were to be permitted to retake the test each subsequent time it is offered until successfully completing each section. The legislation required that English Language Learners and students in special education pass the HSEE, although districts may defer testing some ESL students for up to 24 months and some students with special needs may receive accommodations.

In December 2000, responding to concerns over student preparedness for the exit exam and the length of the proposed 200-question exam, the State Board of Education voted to shorten the test by eliminating some of the more difficult algebra questions and to eliminate some multiple choice questions from both the reading and mathematics portions. The changes reduced the number of algebra questions from 26 to 12 and the number of language arts questions from 100 to 82. The Board’s decision was supported by Governor Davis and the Superintendent of Public Instruction.45

Early in 2001, confronted with the prospect that large numbers of students would fail and with continuing CTA hostility to test-driven sanctions, legislators took up proposals to delay implementation of the graduation requirement. In January 2001, CTA President Wayne Johnson reiterated the union’s concerns about high-stakes exams while discussing the Bush administration’s education proposals, saying, “[Standardized] tests should not be the sole criteria for determining what public school students and teachers are really accomplishing.”46 In February, the state Senate voted to push back the graduation requirement by a year, from 2004 to 2005 and to make the inaugural administration a practice test for ninth graders. The measure was reversed in the
assembly, however, where legislators wanted to see the results of the initial trial in spring 2001 before taking action. Meanwhile, some legislators made it clear that they thought even 2005 would be too soon to implement the graduation requirement and that more substantial delay would be necessary.47

The new test was first administered in March 2001, amid confusion about whether this was a “practice” run. About 400,000 students, or 81% of the state’s 9th graders took the test and more than 55% of those failed. Superintendent of public instruction Delaine Eastin termed the results “sobering” and acknowledged “the data show that we have a great deal of work to do.”48 Among Hispanic and black students, the failure rate was over 75%. In a state whose 2000 population was 32% Hispanic and 7% black, such failure rates among the minority population were clearly untenable and triggered the stirrings of organized unrest. During 2001, the anti-CLAS Coalition for Education Justice sponsored several rallies and teach-ins to protest the test, drawing 300 people to a Los Angeles rally where educational officials were urged to protect students from “racist and class-biased high-stakes testing.”49 Opposition also emerged in some wealthy communities where teachers and parents viewed the tests as intrusive and interfering with the development of “critical thinking, class interaction…and the development of ideas.” For instance, a school board member in California’s Marin County urged parents to boycott the state tests, prompting parents of about 600 of the district’s 2,700 students to provide waivers excusing their children from the tests.50

Meanwhile, districts are working to boost passing rates. History suggests that they will succeed. Districts are implementing professional development, incentives to lure strong teachers into low performing schools and improve assessment scores, and
summer school programs for students who fail the exam. In California, where an influential teachers’ union, powerful civil rights organizations, conservative opposition to the kind of holistic assessments that the CTA prefers, and a Democratic legislature create a hostile milieu, coercive accountability has historically failed to gain much traction. In 2002, hostility between the Governor and the CTA and a rapidly growing state deficit have put the test-driven bonus payments at risk. Whether the current effort can take root in such an environment is not yet clear.

**Massachusetts**

The Massachusetts Educational Assessment Program (MEAP) was established by the Massachusetts School Improvement Law of 1985. Signed into law by Democratic Governor Michael Dukakis, and enacted by an overwhelmingly Democratic legislature, the law mandated that the MEAP be administered biennially but attached no consequences to test results. First administered in 1986, the MEAP was retired in 1996 in favor of the new Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System (MCAS).

Comprised primarily of multiple choice questions, the MEAP was designed to provide information that would help to improve curriculum and instruction and permit comparison at the school, district, and state levels. The test did not provide individual student results and the state did not establish a passing score. The system was intended as a diagnostic and pedagogical device—thought some advocates did hope that mediocre scores might provoke public unrest.

In 1993, Massachusetts enacted the ambitious Massachusetts Education Reform Act (MERA) to replace the old MEAP, substituting a potentially coercive vision of standards-based reform for the previous diagnostic regime. Championed by liberal
gubernatorial hopeful Mark Roosevelt, the MERA was a response to massive inter-district disparities in funding and performance. Promising public accountability and clear benchmarks for student achievement, proponents argued that students would no longer be passed through school systems without acquiring basic academic skills. While such an approach held natural appeal, the reformers also extended an olive branch to accountability opponents by including legislative language that called for the need to measure student learning in multiple ways.

The 1993 legislation mandated changes in curriculum and instruction, teacher preparation, student assessment, governance and decision-making, and education finance. The pivotal link in the system was the MCAS assessment. Students in tenth grade were tested in four areas: English, Math, History, and Science. Starting in 2003, students would have to pass the tenth-grade mathematics and English tests to graduate. Most special education students were expected to take the MCAS with some accommodations; a few would take an alternate MCAS.

In 1996, Republican Governor William Weld championed a successful effort to overhaul the Massachusetts Board of Education, transforming it from an unwieldy 17-member body into a less insulated nine-member body. Weld appointed as board president the controversial and hard-charging John Silber, a strong advocate of high-stakes accountability who had been criticized as autocratic during his tenure as president of Boston University.

In 1997, a poll of Massachusetts residents conducted found that 61% supported passage of a 10th grade competency test as a condition of high school graduation. While about half of those expressing an opinion thought that no more than 10% of the students
in their own communities would fail, more than sixty percent said that they would still support it even if 25% of their hometown students failed the exam. The question was how many students would actually fail, and what would happen to that support when the hypothetical students were one’s own children, or those of friends and neighbors.

The MCAS was first administered in 1998. The test was billed by the Board of Education as more rigorous than the typical state assessment. In fact, when the Board set the passing scores required for graduation in January 2000, board members opted for a standard (a threshold scaled score of 220) that roughly half of the state’s tenth graders had failed to meet just two months before. Even that standard was derided by critics as representing “a low ‘D’ level passing grade.” Nonetheless, the Board found it easier to set a high threshold than elected officials would have, especially in the case of Massachusetts where the leaders of the heavily Democratic House and Senate enjoyed close relationships with the Massachusetts Teachers Association (MTA). As one MTA official noted in a private communication, “We have relatively little influence over the Board of Education, which is appointed, not elected. A lot of education policy is made by the board, which establishes regulations pursuant to legislation.”

Failure rates on the initial test varied tremendously by race. In 2000, 61% of black students and 66% of Hispanic students failed the tenth grade English language arts test, while just 28% of white students failed. In math, the results were even more stark, with 76% of black students and 80% of Hispanic students failing, compared with 38% of white students. The math failure rate alone meant that more than 15,000 white students were in danger of being denied diplomas. The number of failing black and Hispanic students was far smaller only because the fewer than 8,000 minority students even took
the test. While denying diplomas to more than 50% of black and Hispanic 12th graders was clearly unpalatable, the small size of the state’s minority population made the results less damning than they would have been in California.

These results generated heated opposition to the test among teachers, civil rights organizations, and liberal activists ideologically opposed to the test regime. In particular, the state’s staunch liberal communities—especially Cambridge and the elite Boston suburbs—provided fertile ground for an array of anti-test organizations. Comparing themselves to the “Freedom riders” who resisted Southern segregation laws, a “Committee of 100 Massachusetts Parents”—composed primarily of Boston-area parents—tried to organize a boycott of the exams. By 2001, other groups such as the Students’ Coalition for Alternatives to the MCAS (SCAM) and the Coalition for Authentic Reform in Education (CARE) were also holding rallies around the state, promoting boycotts, and lobbying officials to revise or dismantle the MCAS.56

During 2000-2001, the Massachusetts Teachers Association launched a $600,000 advertising campaign that attacked the “one-size-fits-all, high-stakes, do-or-die MCAS test.” The administration of the state’s Republican governor Paul Cellucci responded by directing the state to launch an aggressive, $500,000 television and radio ad campaign on behalf of the exam.57 The Cellucci administration also proposed a number of modifications for the MCAS that included expanding the allowable testing accommodations for students with special needs, narrowing the world history section to focus on American history, and permitting students who had not passed by the end of 12th grade to enroll in alternative programs at community colleges.58 A spring 2001 poll of 300 teachers conducted by the Boston Teachers Union found that about 85% of the city’s
public school teachers opposed using the MCAS exam as a graduation requirement. Just seven percent of teachers backed the requirement. In May 2001, the MTA also released a poll it had commissioned from Kiley & Co. that claimed 54% of Massachusetts residents now opposed the MCAS graduation requirement—even if students were permitted to take a “scaled-down” retest.

In 2001, more than four dozen bills seeking to modify the MCAS were filed in the state legislature. The proposals sought to do everything from creating exemptions for certain kinds of students to repealing the tests outright. More than a 150 people, nearly all hostile to MCAS, spoke during a day-long hearing on the topic. Despite the rumbles of concern from the anti-test parent groups, the civil rights community, and the state’s teachers, the proposals were largely shrugged off by the heavily Democratic legislature.

This resolution was somewhat surprising given that union opposition and the possibility that large numbers of students would not qualify for diplomas generated pressure to make accommodations. What explains this outcome? In part, demands on the legislature were lessened because the governor, the Department of Education, and Board of Education made it a point to bend in response to several concerns.

In late 2000, Governor Cellucci announced a plan that would permit students with disabilities to receive a Certificate of Completion without having to pass the MCAS. At about the same time, the Board of Education opted to delay making the science and history MCAS tests part of the graduation requirement. In January 2001, the board voted to give students five chances to pass the tenth-grade MCAS test and to omit some of the hardest questions on the retests. Some board members also suggested the board ought to contemplate an alternative test. Education Commissioner David P Driscoll explained,
“Let’s say a kid can demonstrate, with a hands-on approach, his knowledge of geometric concepts. If he can demonstrate in another way, we should at least explore that.”63

In spring 2001, departing Board of Education member Ed Delattre blasted MCAS and called for the graduation requirement to be delayed until 2009. Delattre, dean of the Boston University school of education, took pains to explain he did not oppose accountability, only that he feared, “We are nowhere near being able to guarantee that all students have been the offered the opportunity to meet the academic learning standards MCAS should be testing.”64

In January 2002, the Board of Education unanimously adopted an appeals process that would permit students to graduate without passing the MCAS exams if they could otherwise prove they possessed the requisite knowledge. Education Commissioner Driscoll noted, “This is simply an issue of fairness. Some students, for whatever reason, cannot demonstrate their real level of performance on MCAS.”65 An education department spokesman predicted that about 2-5% of seniors statewide would be eligible for the appeals process.66 Later in the spring, the Board and Department of Education officials backed away from a plan to include MCAS scores on high school transcripts, reducing the stakes riding on test performance for high-achieving students.

In April 2002, after two rounds of test results, the state Department of Education reported that about 15,300 juniors still had to clear the MCAS hurdle. But state officials focused on the fact that 76% of juniors—or about 48,400 students—had successfully passed a graduation test regarded as one of the nation’s toughest. That figure was up from 68% prior to the first retest, though two-thirds of students failed the math retest and slightly over half failed the English retest.67 Students have five chances to pass the
English and math portions before they graduate. Meanwhile, test opponents focused on the fact that—in spring 2002—a quarter of the class of 2003 was at risk of being denied a diploma at graduation. Critics worried that many of the students who still needed to pass a test would get over the bar only by focusing narrowly on test preparation at the expense of substantive learning.

During 2001-02, the state also backed efforts, such a model program sponsored by Holyoke Community College, to support students who failed the graduation exam. The Holyoke program paired the college with local high schools to offer students intense preparation, career counseling, and a chance to take college courses while preparing to re-take the exam. Programs like this, which permitted students to receive college credit and move on with their lives even if they failed the MCAS, had the politically desirable effect of softening the blow of test failure—and did so especially for those low-achieving students who demonstrated particular concern for schooling.

Massachusetts, a state with an active political tradition and a legislature sympathetic to inequities, poses a challenging test for proponents of high-stakes accountability. The MCAS system has received national praise, student scores have shown dramatic improvement, while the state Board has embraced a number of refinements that have slightly lowered the bar, permitted some students to side-step the test, and have softened the consequences of failure. Whether these refinements will stabilize and protect the system if thousands of Boston-area students are denied diplomas, or whether they will later appear to have been the initial steps as the state edged away from coercive accountability, is an open question.
Texas

In 1979, the Texas legislature enacted the Equal Educational Opportunity Act, which established the state’s first testing program. It required the Texas Education Agency (TEA) to create a series of criterion-referenced assessments to assess basic competencies in reading, writing, and mathematics. The TEA responded by designing the Texas Assessment of Basic Skills (TABS).

In 1983, the legislature mandated that students who failed TABS would have to retake it each year. There were no consequences for failure, but the legislature hoped that requiring students to retake the exam would highlight problems and pressure schools to provide remedial support for students in need. As part of the effort to drum up pressure on schools and teachers, test results for each district and school were made publicly available for the first time.71

In 1984, the Texas Education Code was amended so that it referred to “minimum” basic skills rather than “basic skills competencies.” Supported by State Board of Education, TEA officials interpreted the change as a requirement that they make assessments more stringent and begin to sanction students for inadequate performance. Legislation changed the revised eleventh grade assessment to a graduation test starting with the class of 1987.

Exit exams were first administered in October 1985 to 190,000 eleventh-graders. Eighty-eight percent of students passed the math portion, 91% passed the English/language arts portion, and 85% passed both parts. Proponents of rigorous accountability assailed the tests as being too easy, arguing that the impressive passing rates were a product of overly simple assessments and a low passing threshold. Students
who failed either or both parts were allowed to retake the tests in May 1986. The majority of students who had originally failed passed the spring retest.\textsuperscript{72}

In the late 1980s, the State Board of Education directed the TEA to boost the academic rigor of the exams and increase the curricular validity of the assessments by linking tested content more closely to the state’s core curriculum. The new assessment program, the Texas Assessment of Academic Skills (TAAS), was implemented in 1990. It sought to shift the testing focus from minimal skills to higher-order thinking and problem-solving skills.

In 1990, TAAS was administered to students in grades three, five, seven, nine, and eleven, with the eleventh grade test serving as the new exit exam. On the fall 1990 TAAS tests, students fared far worse than they had on the previous TEAMS tests. If the Board had retained the 70\% passing score from the TEAMS test, passing rates would have declined from the 80-90\% to the 40-60\% range. Moreover, passing rates for black and Hispanic students on the math portion would fall to about 30\%.\textsuperscript{73} However, the State Board had decided to set the passing score at 60\% rather than 70\%, opting to phase into a 70\% threshold over a two-year period.

Over 165,000 students had taken the test, and a staggering 38,000 failed to meet even the new sixty percent passing standard. After two additional rounds of retesting, Education Commissioner Lionel Meno reported that the number of students unable to pass had shrunk to a far more manageable 7,996. Those students did not receive diplomas in May 1991, although nearly a quarter subsequently received them after finally passing during a summer administration. In 1992, the State Board of Education considered not moving forward with the plan to raise the passing score to 70\%, but
finally decided to go ahead as originally planned. Of the first cohort of eleventh-graders subject to the seventy percent cut-off, 51,000 out of 187,000 (or more than 25%) initially failed. However, retesting and targeted support shrunk the number of students denied diplomas to about 5%.

In 1993, with public pressure for enhanced school accountability—especially from influential business groups like the Texas Business and Education Coalitions—the legislature enacted an accountability system that linked school- and district-level incentives to student TAAS performance. The legislature mandated that student performance data be disaggregated into African-American, Hispanic, White, and Economically Disadvantaged and required schools to perform effectively in each subgroup, and to meet certain other criteria relating to drop-out rates and so on.

“Exemplary” schools had to have at least ninety percent of students in each subgroup pass each subject area. To be rated “acceptable,” schools were to have at least 40% passing rates in each group, a figure that was gradually ratcheted up in ensuing years. Significantly, the 1993 legislation put into place a series of sanctions for schools and districts where student performance failed to meet guidelines. Schools deemed “unacceptable” had three years in which to improve performance, after which they could be subject to state takeover or forcible closure of a school.

In spring 1994, testing was expanded to additional grades and the exit exam moved to grade ten from grade eleven. Moving the graduation test to grade ten allowed more time for schools to remediate and retest students, but also required scaling back test content. During 1990 to 1994 period, high school tests in Algebra I, Biology, English II, and U.S. History were added. Students had the option of passing the algebra, English,
and either the biology and U.S. history tests as an alternative to the TAAS graduation test requirements, weakening the assurance that students had mastered a particular body of knowledge and skills but gratifying parents and teachers who feared that substantive instruction in these advanced courses was threatened by a focus on the graduation tests.

Schools initially fared poorly on TAAS. Just 53% of students achieved passing scores. The figure was just 31% for black students and 39% for Hispanic students. In Texas, the combination of limited student-level sanctions, gradually stiffening school-level accountability, and weak union opposition helped the accountability system overcome the opposition produced by these initial results. As one journalist noted in 1999, many observers suggest that Texas’s reform efforts have benefited from, “Texas’ lack of strong teachers unions, which…lets reformers make change quickly, but ensures that such change can never be replicated nationally without union-busting coast to coast.”

About 40,000 students in total were denied diplomas between 1994 and 2001, but the numbers fell steadily each year. By 2000, the overall passing rate had climbed to 80%, including 67% for black and 70% for Hispanic students. In 2001, just 3,723 seniors were denied diplomas based on test scores. Ninety-five percent of white students passed the TAAS graduation test, while 84% of Hispanic and 82% of black students did.

Moreover, schools were excluding a declining share of their students from testing, even as overall performance was improving and the racial achievement gap shrinking.

Critics claimed that the improvements did not reflect increased learning, charging that the steadily improving test scores were largely driven by schools holding students back, schools trying to exclude special education students from testing, increased drop-
out rates, and a gradual easing of the number of questions students had to correctly
answer to pass. Some analysts also suggested that test scoring had been eased over
time, with critic Walt Haney arguing students had needed to get 70% of questions correct
in order to pass throughout the 1990s but that the figure had slowly dropped to about 50%
in 2000. State officials countered that such adjustments were appropriate given the
increased rigor of the tests, but they also show how inescapably arbitrary are some
essential decisions.

Other analyses suggested that TAAS did include substantially fewer tough
questions than high-stakes tests in other states such as New York, Kentucky, and
Massachusetts. State officials acknowledged the critique, but pointed out that the test
had been adopted a decade before and planned to launch a new, more rigorous test to
address the problem.

Whatever the merits of these various critiques, without a strong teacher union or
civil rights community to trumpet their case, the critics enjoyed little success in their
efforts to soften TAAS. In 1999, the legislature directed the TEA to begin developing a
new testing program intended to align objectives for all grade levels of the state tests. To
be called the Texas Assessment of Knowledge and Skills (TAKS), the new regime is to
replace TASS beginning in 2003. TAKS is an expanded set of state tests that will be
linked to the tougher state standards adopted in 1997.

Beginning with the class of 2005, students will be required to pass eleventh grade
exit tests in mathematics, English, science, and social studies. Those students who do not
initially pass the exams will have up to eight additional opportunities to do so. The
transition to the new system promises the same kind of difficulties that occurred during
the TEAMS/TAAS changeover. In December 2001, Texas Commissioner of Education sent a letter to school districts that indicated—based on current student scores—just 44% of students would pass the new exit exam.83 Students in lower grades will also begin to face high-stakes assessments. Starting in 2002-03, third grade students who do not pass the TAAS reading assessment after three tries will not be automatically promoted. By 2007-08, similar policies will be in place for fifth-graders and eighth-graders in the subjects of both reading and math.84

The Texas experience has been one of unusual stability. In a state with weak and fragmented teacher unions, an organized and influential business community, a relatively conservative legislature in which civil rights organizations and the educational establishment historically enjoyed limited sway, the broad commitment to accountability held up even in the face of occasional opposition. However, that stability also benefited from design decisions in which retesting provisions ensured that the number of students initially denied diplomas was manageably small and a scoring system was designed that was lax enough that schools and districts fared acceptably.

**Virginia**

In 1976, Virginia became one of the first states to embrace the budding minimum competency movement, despite the opposition of established civil rights and educational organizations such as the Virginia Education Association (VEA) and the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP). The opponents never mounted a very effective fight, in large part because Virginia is not a collective bargaining state. As in Texas, this sharply curtailed the impact of teachers’ union—typically the most effective opponent of coercive accountability.
Initially, the standards that accompanied minimum competency testing were billed as an innocuous effort to “clarify” the state curriculum. The launch of the test was delayed because state officials were unable to agree on what the passing score should be, before the passing score was finally set at 70% in 1978. When the test was first administered in 1978, 17.8% of the 71,000 10th grade test-takers failed either the reading or mathematics component. Forty-two percent of black students failed at least one component, prompting the executive director of the Virginia NAACP to blast the test.

Criticism subsided, however, as the passing rate of black students rapidly rose, along with all other students. In 1981, just 0.5% of black students failed the exam, while the state denied diplomas to just 87 of the 62,236 seniors who took the test (a denial rate of 0.14%). Soon, concern emerged that the standard was too low to be effective.

In 1986, Democratic Governor Gerald Baliles endorsed a new “Literacy Passport Test” (LPT) to ensure that all sixth-graders were performing at an acceptable level in reading, writing, and arithmetic. No student would be promoted to ninth grade without passing the test. Special needs students were exempted from the program. In 1990, the first year of LPT testing, 71% of white test-takers and 46% of black test-takers passed the LPT. In 1991, the passage rate among black students improved to 53%, but still lagged the white rate by 26 percentage points. The results provoked outrage among black leaders.

By 1992, of the initial cohort of test-takers, 5,000 had been promoted to eighth-grade without passing the LPT, despite the policy that had initially prohibited such promotions. Officials also removed or lowered the testing bar for some students (like ESL students) who would have difficulty passing the exam. In the end, the number of
students denied diplomas due to the LPT was negligible. In 1996, just 83 students were denied diplomas due to their LPT scores. In 1997, just 148 students were denied diplomas. The 99%+ pass rate was reminiscent of the experience fifteen years earlier with Minimum Competency Testing. The next year, the state decided to phase out the LPT, deeming it unnecessary in light of the newly adopted Standards of Learning.

During the 1980s, Republicans made substantial gains in the Virginia legislature. By the time Republican George Allen was elected governor in 1993, as the first Republican governor in twelve years, Republicans held more than 40% of the seats in the legislature.\textsuperscript{89} Whereas Democratic legislators enjoyed substantial support among the groups most likely to critique or oppose high-stakes testing—for instance, the 50,000 member VEA and the NAACP—Republican legislators were more willing to support measures these groups opposed.

At Allen’s behest, in May 1994, the Board of Education initiated the development of statewide standards in math, science, English, and history. While crafting the standards in math and science was relatively consensual, there was some disagreement over the relative emphasis that the language arts standards ought to devote to phonics, and significant conflict over the proposed social studies standards.\textsuperscript{90} These fights were the same ones that plagued California’s accountability efforts at about the same time. Critics, including the Virginia Education Association and the Virginia Association of School Superintendents, accused the administration of having rewritten the standards to reflect a more conservative perspective and of desiring social studies and language arts standards that promoted the “regurgitation of isolated facts” and “lower-level thinking
debate over the merit of these charges would continue, leading to various efforts to adjust the standards and address the critics.

During 1994 and 1995, SOL proponents engaged in a delicate dance. They touted the virtues of meaningful standards without inflaming opponents who opposed holding educators accountable for student performance. Board members publicly promised that the board did not envision “hold[ing] any teacher accountable for any test score” and that the board had no intention of using test results punitively against school divisions or individuals.

The SOL tests, administered for the first time in 1998, were criterion-referenced tests designed to measure whether students master the content specified in the state curriculum. The tests consisted entirely of multiple-choice questions in all subject areas except English. Once state graduation standards took effect in 2004, students would have to pass six of the twelve “End of Course” high school exams to earn their diploma.

In October 1998, with the first administration of the SOLs looming, the Board of Education had to set passing scores for the tests. The bar-setting exercise provoked fierce conflict in pro-SOL ranks, as some board members were criticized or having “gone soft” when they supported cut-off scores that hard-liners deemed too low. Those favoring moderate thresholds attacked the hard-liners, in turn, for demanding unreasonable standards that would demoralize students and educators.

When huge numbers of students failed the SOL tests in 1998 and 1999, pressure grew to create a safety valve to accommodate them. In 2000, Board president Kirk Schroder proposed a “basic diploma” for students who passed the English and math tests and demonstrated that they possessed job skills but failed to pass the half-dozen high
school SOLs required for a standard diploma. Critics feared that the proposal would create a two-tiered educational system. In the end, the proposal was dropped.

While the Board dropped the basic diploma proposal, it did create a “modified standard diploma” allowing the 14% of Virginia students enrolled in special education to bypass the SOL tests. Accommodations were also made for students with limited English proficiency (LEP), permitting them to opt out of one year of SOL testing, to take the tests using a bilingual dictionary, and specifying that the scores of such students would not count towards the school composite for two years.

In 2000, the Board also responded to protestations from some of the state’s high-achieving districts, who complained that the SOLs were interfering with curricula and instruction in elite classrooms. The Board permitted high school students to substitute such board-approved tests as the Advance Placement (AP) or SAT II for the appropriate SOL test. This approach offered succor to those high-performing teachers and students most likely to feel straitjacketed by the SOLs.

Recognizing that holding educators responsible for student test performance would provoke opposition, reformers at first showed little inclination to link school evaluation to student performance. Eventually, in 1997 the Board adopted a performance-based accreditation system, although the new requirements would not take effect until 2006-07 and board members explicitly ducked the question of what it would mean for a school to lose its accreditation. The only specified consequence for failure to meet accreditation standards was that schools would have to adopt “a three-year School Improvement Plan.” The Board did not specify what would occur if the plan did not produce the desired results.
SOL critics argued it was a mistake to rely too heavily on SOL performance in evaluating schools or students. In the 2001 legislative session, several “multiple criteria” proposals emerged that sought to base graduation on more than SOL test performance. Board of Education president Kirk Schroder criticized the proposals, terming them “simply a back door to help students who otherwise should have failed the tests.” None of the proposals passed.

In the first round of SOL tests in 1998, Virginia’s schools showed abysmally. Just 39 of Virginia’s 1,800 public schools had satisfied the 70% passing rate required for school accreditation. More than 97% of the state’s schools were out of compliance with the new standards. Critics, such as a former president of the Virginia Educational Research Association, took this as evidence that “the SOL test results misrepresent the condition of public schools in Virginia.” SOL proponents countered that the results illustrated the mediocrity prevalent in Virginia’s schools.

In 1999, test results improved substantially—though they remained abysmally low—as 6.5% of schools had at least 70% of students pass. Officials and educators wrestled with whether they ought to celebrate the tripling in the percentage of satisfactory schools or bemoan that more than 90% of the state’s schools were still failing. Black student performance improved on 26 of the 27 SOL exams and the black-white gap closed on 16 of them. Nonetheless, while 41% of white students failed one or more tests, three-quarters of black students did. In 2001, results were again up significantly. In 2001, 40% of schools now performed well enough to meet accreditation standards, a fourfold increase from 1999. By 2001, more than 80% of high school students were passing the English SOLs and more than 70% were passing the algebra and geometry
SOLs. Those numbers were up sharply from 2000 and, in the case of math, marked enormous 21- to 43-point increases from the initial 1998 results. In 2001, black students again made dramatic strides, but their scores would still result in more than half of them being denied diplomas were the graduation exams in place. Similarly, despite the impressive gains, 30% of schools still were not meeting even provisional benchmarks for accreditation—though it still was not clear what that meant in practice.

After the SOLs were launched in 1998, implementation sparked resistance, even though it would be 2004 before student results had consequences and 2007 before school results did. In March 1999, SOL critics launched Parents Across Virginia United to Reform SOLs. By fall 1999, its membership numbered 2,200. Critics argued that SOL scores did not reflect real gains or were due to an unhealthy focus on testing and test preparation, while claiming that they were not opposed to accountability in principle—only to the SOLs as currently designed.98

Even as test scores jumped between 1998 and 2001, doubts about the program remained and opposition grew in some quarters. An August 2000 Washington Post survey of registered Virginia voters found that 51% said that the SOL testing program “is not working” and 34% said it “is working.” Asked what should be done about the tests, 43% said they should be substantially changed and 21% said they should be “ended entirely.” Just 24% of respondents said they should remain “as is.”99 An October 2000 Richmond Times-Dispatch poll of registered voters found similar discontent with the SOLs, with 66% saying that SOLs were not the best way to measure student performance and 68% that they were not the best way to measure school performance.100
Despite the unrest, Virginia’s Republican legislature remained firmly committed to the SOL program as of early 2002. Mark Warner, the first Democrat to win a gubernatorial election in Virginia since the high-stakes SOL system was introduced, committed himself to the program during his 2001 campaign. Meanwhile, there was some evidence that parents, educators, students were becoming acclimated to the system, grumbling about it but also accepting it as fact of life. It is not yet clear whether this early stability will hold up as the program’s sanctions take effect.

**How Context Matters**

The politics of coercive accountability is a clash between aggrieved groups with concentrated interests and a broader public that stands to reap diffuse benefits. Such fights generally have a predictable calculus, whether in the case of agricultural subsidies or military base closures, with the concentrated interests emerging triumphant. However, the outcome of any specific conflict depends on the backdrop against which it plays out. When the aggrieved interests are larger, more influential, or more organized, they will be more successful at fending off efforts to promote coercive accountability. On the other hand, when such groups are weaker or have less purchase on the decision-makers or when coherent interests emerge to champion accountability programs, coercive programs are more likely to survive largely intact.

Consideration of developments in the various states suggests a number of hypotheses as to how seven key contextual factors may shape the outcome of this conflict. Obviously, the roles of the seven have not been rigorously examined here. Such analysis will require further efforts that more systematically consider how they influence the fate of transformative accountability.
State racial composition. Because poor performers are concentrated in low-income, minority communities, it is the leadership of ethnic groups or the civil rights leadership that often lead the attack on the equity of coercive arrangements. In states like Massachusetts, where the minority population is relatively small, proponents of transformative accountability will face less opposition than in a state like Virginia where there exists a large black population with a shared history of deprivation. The larger the base of support that these leaders represent, and the more votes they appear to represent, the more pressure officials will face to soften sanctions. Given the historic nature of black deprivation in American education, the symbolic clout of black opposition can prove especially potent when wielded by active leaders or when joined with a strategy of aggressive legal contestation.

Teacher unions/associations. Due to their desire for classroom autonomy and job security, leaders of teacher organizations are generally hostile to coercive arrangements. The power of their opposition depends on the political muscle of their organization and the institutional levers they control. In collective bargaining states, like California or Massachusetts, unions wield significantly more influence than in states such as Texas or Virginia. The stronger the union in a given state, the more difficult it is for proponents to advance and hold the line on coercive arrangements.

Ideological or neighborhood communities. Opposition to high-stakes accountability is often rooted in concerns that the public schools are being pushed to teach skills or behaviors that families find morally troublesome. In California, fundamentalists attacked the hidden agenda of the testing system; in Massachusetts, liberal activists attacked the MCAS for stifling creativity and perpetuating racial and
socio-economic inequities. Opposition has also often emerged among wealthier communities fearing the pressures of testing are undermining advanced courses or that test-driven school evaluations are unfairly hurting the reputation of their local schools and the value of their homes. The impact of either of these groups will depend upon their presence and upon the degree to which they are organized and vocal.

**Business community involvement.** The business community is one coherent constituency likely to mobilize on behalf of coercive accountability. When the business community is sufficiently concerned about school quality, its organizations and partnerships may systematically work to advance coercive accountability. Backed by the resources and support of leading business interests, and aided by the perception that they are focused on advancing the public interest, such groups can encourage public officials to hold the line on the more troublesome elements of high-stakes accountability systems. In states with a business community that has historically played an active role in education reform, such as Texas, the activity can counter opposition from the irate.

**Partisan makeup.** Generally, Democratic officials are more reliant on the support of public sector employees and minority voters than are Republican officials. Consequently, the balance of power held by active interests rests in part on the partisan backdrop. In particular, states with a strong Republican presence will find it easier to resist the opposition raised by teacher unions and civil rights organizations. However, when Republicans represent suburban communities that enjoy highly regarded school systems they may face constituent pressures to soften systems that are thought to be stifling classrooms or unfairly tarring effective schools. If substantial blocs of
Republicans represent such districts, the legislature will not necessarily prove receptive to coercive reform.

**Existing system.** The greatest obstacle for coercive accountability systems is the perception that they are unfairly punishing some students or educators. Such perceptions are rooted in experience. If over the past decade a state has routinely recognized schools based on student performance, has denied diplomas to 12th grade students who failed the exit exam, or has linked administrative pay to demonstrated student outcomes, these practices come to be seen as an established fact of life and rarely occasion much discussion. It is in the introduction, implementation, or toughening of such systems that backlash emerges. Consequently, the more experience a state has with some version of high-stakes accountability, the easier it will generally be to erect a system of coercive accountability. The efforts in Virginia and Texas, for instance, benefited from the ability of legislators and officials to erect each successive testing regime on the foundations of the previous effort. While such cyclical reform produces its own problems, existing public receptiveness to test-based sanctions makes such efforts easier.

**Boards of Education.** Education is unusual in that many states feature strong, quasi-independent Boards of Education that govern, to various degrees, important elements of K-12 schooling. Active boards can serve to insulate governor and legislature from direct discontent or fallout. Because the key decisions are often being made by “independent” appointees, it can both foster a greater ability to withstand political discontent and create more room for compromise—because the arrangement permits board members to take stands that the governor would be skewered for taking. Board involvement can also cut the other way. Boards can readily enhance the viability of a
coercive system by quietly tweaking “technical” aspects like cut-off scores, question content, and retest opportunities in a way that substantially raises passing rates. The direction of board involvement will generally turn on whether members see themselves as there to ensure the political success of the accountability regime or to ensure that it retains its coercive promise.

**Conclusions**

High-stakes accountability is effective to the degree that it is coercive. When jobs or diplomas are at stake, educators can no longer so readily close their classroom doors and wait out reforms. They are driven by self-interest to alter their practice in the intended fashion. From the inception of high-stakes testing, proponents tend to laud the requisite tests as clear, scientifically defensible, manageable, and concise. Critics typically attack them as unreliable, simplistic, too brief for their intended purpose, overly focused on trivia, or lacking the necessarily curricular and pedagogical support.

In seeking to answer these concerns, all of them legitimate to some degree, proponents try to tweak systems without refining them into irrelevance. For instance, adjusting required scores or giving students multiple chances to pass the test can be a useful and appropriate exercise, or can risk undermining the very purpose of the transformative accountability. Adding essay questions can usefully broaden assessment; it also renders scoring more subjective and can sometimes make the cost of testing prohibitive. Giving students five or eight chances to pass a test can ensure that no one is denied a diploma due to ill-fortune and gives students the incentive and opportunity to improve the performance; it can also undermine the system by permitting some
substantial number of students to slide through based on the one test they took where they caught all the breaks.

The effect of such “refinements” depends largely on the context in which they take place. The crucial component is the willingness of a majority of voters and officials to tolerate state sanctions on students or educators. It is far easier to build a stable, rigorous accountability system when the public will shrug off 5,000 students denied diplomas or fifty schools reconstituted than when it will accept only a fraction of that number. This is essentially the same kind of sensitivity to the public’s willingness to accept military casualties that constrains national security officials as they consider military interventions.

At any given level of public resolve (or callousness, depending on one’s perspective), however, there are also institutional and behavioral factors that may help or hinder efforts to erect substantive accountability systems. Particular attention is called to seven factors: the strength of teacher unions, the minority community and civil rights organizations, ideological communities and resistant suburban enclaves, and the business community; the partisan makeup of the state and the legislature; the character of the pre-existing accountability system (if any); and the strength and independence of the state Board of Education. Discussion of the effects of these factors is, at this point, preliminary and tentative. There is extensive room for scholarship that systematically considers these factors, the role they play, how they interact, and the implications for public policy.

The decision to embrace high-stakes accountability represents a choice to trade a system in which each child’s education depends heavily upon the skills and outlook of
her teacher for one characterized by standardized norms and measures of performance. It means swapping the strengths and frailties of an education system reliant on goodwill and intrinsic motivation for one anchored in the firmer ground of self-interest. While alluring in the abstract, this trade-off clashes with the values that permeate traditional public schooling and inflicts heavy costs on particular constituencies. The result is a tendency to recoil from the reality of standards, resulting in a series of well-intentioned compromises that leave the façade of accountability intact but strip its motive power.

Proponents have difficulty standing firm on the details of any particular accountability system because the essential components relating to content, testing, passing scores, and sanctions are inherently arbitrary. The closer one gets to crafting and enforcing standards the less defensible specific program elements can appear. In the end, standards are a useful artifice. A commitment to the promise of coercive reform requires embracing a system of accountability while recognizing that such reforms will inevitably include some arbitrary and unpopular components.

Determining what students need to know, when they need to know it, and how well they need to know it is an ambiguous and value-laden exercise. Neither developmental psychologists nor psychometricians can “prove” that specified content ought to be taught at particular grade levels. Such decisions are imperfect, publicly rendered judgments about the needs and capacities of children. Because public schooling requires public officials to make these judgments and impose them statewide, these difficult questions inevitably become political ones.

In the end, there are several compromises that policymakers make as they design and then implement high-stakes accountability systems. While each can be readily
justified on practical or educational grounds, the larger point is that each marks a retreat from the transformative premise of coercive accountability.

One common compromise is to lower the stakes of the tests for students, for educators, or for both. When sanctions are weak or nonexistent, there is little incentive for teachers, low-performing students, or anyone else to worry much about test results.

A second approach is to simply make tests easier, either by lowering content standards or by adopting easier questions. This can be a politically perilous course if it is seen as signaling a public retreat from the notion of school quality. Consequently, this tack is more often taken by a Board of Education than by a legislature and is more likely to involve technical adjustments or the altering of questions than an outright reduction of the required passing score.

Third, instead of easing the test, officials can leave the tests alone but reduce the thresholds required to pass the accountability assessments. Of course, if weakening test content is difficult, the decision to formally lower the score required to pass the tests is at least equally so. Once passing scores are established, it is immensely difficult for officials to lower the bar. Consequently, the most popular way to ease the threshold is to offer lots of second chances. Giving students a number of retests or schools several years to boost their performance ensures that the law of averages will help a number of moderately low performers to clear the bar. Just as a pretty solid student might fare poorly on a given exam one time out of five, so a mediocre student may score a 70% one-fifth of the time.

If officials choose not to weaken the sanctions and find it difficult to weaken content or lower the bar, there are two other accommodations they may adopt. One is to
permit some students to side-step the required assessment by providing some form of opt-out provision. This can take the form of permitting students at the bottom to receive a “basic” diploma or completion certificate without passing the exam or that of permitting high-achieving students to substitute advanced tests for basic exams seen as interfering with “important” instruction. A second accommodation is to reduce opposition by delaying the implementation of sanctions. This permits legislators to take strong action, push the day of reckoning into the (sometimes) distant future, and mollify opponents who know that changes in the political climate or turnover among public officials may later provide a chance to modify the proposed program.

While the push for coercive accountability summons fierce opposition, there is evidence that the political dynamic may reverse if these systems can be institutionalized. Experience suggests that once high-stakes exams are in place for a sufficient period they become part of the “grammar” of schooling for educators, parents, and voters. Over time, the diffuse benefits of accountability become more evident. When high-stakes accountability is institutionalized, the tests become accepted as the unquestioned “gold standard” for measuring performance and all involved parties adjust their behavior accordingly. At that juncture, opponents of high-stakes testing find themselves in the unenviable position of attacking an established system that helps to ensure that students are learning, teachers are teaching, and that schools are serving their public purpose.

Coercive accountability only drives behavior and changes cultural norms when high-stakes regimes survive implementation. Given the challenges, proponents of high-stakes reform have stumbled upon four approaches that improve the odds of survival.
The most common approach is compromise. Reformers can reduce the size and scope of “losers” by shrinking the number of students, teachers, and schools that will be labeled inadequate by a test and/or reducing the real consequences of being deemed inadequate. This builds comfort with accountability, but it does so by lowering standards and by rendering them less significant—a price that reformers may not be willing to pay.

A second approach is to start by initially setting passing thresholds at a low level and then gradually ratcheting them up. Such an approach gives all parties a chance to gradually become acclimated to standards. It also serves to dull the effectiveness of critics, as they have little incentive to respond sharply to the minimal standards first put in place. By the time that standards are raised to more significant levels, it is difficult for critics to overcome the more accepting position they have staked out. This gradualist approach is the route that Texas followed with much success. Such an approach can also backfire, however, as proponents who settle for initially weak legislation may have trouble later raising the bar.

A third approach is to seek to make the status quo so frightening that voters will demand change and reward officials who resist efforts to weaken reforms. A number have reformers in various states have sought to employ this “Nation at Risk” strategy, with mixed success. The approach is alluring because it can alter the terms of the debate. However, it is difficult to whip up a widespread sense of crisis or to sustain it for any length of time, limiting the effectiveness of this approach. Moreover, the tactic is often perceived as an assault on public education and on educators, alienating centrist voters and mobilizing the opposition.
Finally, proponents can seek to make standards more palatable to educators by tamping down the leading source of opposition. One way to do this is to accelerate the turnover of teachers and administrators while ensuring that new personnel are familiarized with standards and high-stakes testing as a condition for their entry into the field. This increases the percentage of teachers trained and acculturated in an environment where high-stakes accountability is the norm. Similarly, encouraging districts to recruit more entrepreneurial administrators and to train them in the strategies of outcome-based management will help to reduce educator opposition to standards, to make the transition to standards-based schools an easier one, and to foster the ranks of public educators who are supportive of transformative accountability.

The effectiveness of high-stakes accountability rests upon the willingness of public officials to institutionalize a number of subjective and arbitrary decisions. Linking meaningful consequence to these decisions has the power to fundamentally transform schooling, especially in those schools where a reliance on educator magnanimity has failed to serve the interests of the students. Harnessing this power, however, requires standing firm on a series of difficult decisions which will visit harm and inequity upon some students and teachers. The success of such an approach depends on whether proponents can convince voters to embrace a system of accountability long enough for the accompanying benefits to take hold. In practice, the effort to enact high-stakes accountability is often met by compromising key elements of the reform. While each compromise is reasonable and softens the negative effects of coercive accountability, each also marks a retreat from the transformative promise of accountability. The question is whether proponents of high-stakes accountability are willing and able to
sustain the support required to institutionalize the proposed reforms, or whether their efforts will prove more symbolic than substantive.

Consideration of the nation’s experience with accountability in the past three decades suggests an increasing willingness to accept the costs of accountability. This raises the possibility that ongoing efforts will deliver the substantive change that has often proved elusive. While testing regimes have come and gone quite rapidly, even in states with relatively stable systems, there does appear to be a growing willingness on the part of voters and public officials to stand fast in the face of inequities and concentrated costs that sank earlier accountability efforts. Public information, political efforts by pro-accountability forces, concern about school performance, a weakening attachment to local control in education, and comfort with increasingly sophisticated testing technologies all appear to be gradually shifting the center of public opinion.

A number of states appear committed to testing all students, even those with special needs, and willing to deny diplomas to thousands of graduates—whereas earlier accountability efforts faltered when they were on the verge of denying diplomas to mere hundreds. Nonetheless, legislators and policymakers have generally tiptoed up to implementation, only to declare a need for short delays or to further refine the system. Whether the ongoing efforts will prove to be small refinements or a more fundamental retreat, and whether states with more resistant political contexts will adopt such measures, are questions that will be more fully answered in the years ahead.
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